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The Need for CEThe Need for CE--ATA
CECE--ATA Goals and ObjectivesATA Goals and Objectives

ATA

Primary small form factor HDD interface is CF+, Primary small form factor HDD interface is CF+, 
i.e. i.e. Parallel ATA crammed into a small spaceParallel ATA crammed into a small space
–– All the parallel ATA baggage is included: 50 pin All the parallel ATA baggage is included: 50 pin 

interface, 5V tolerance, bloated command setinterface, 5V tolerance, bloated command set

CE segment has even greater need for efficient CE segment has even greater need for efficient 
integration than desktop segmentintegration than desktop segment

–– PATA already being displaced by PATA already being displaced by 
Serial ATA in desktop due to Serial ATA in desktop due to 
integration issues (high integration issues (high pincountpincount, , 
5V tolerance, 5V tolerance, ……))

–– Serial ATA is not ideal for tiny Serial ATA is not ideal for tiny 
handheld gadgets where easy handheld gadgets where easy 
integration and power efficiency integration and power efficiency 
are the most important factorsare the most important factors
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Optimized Interface for HandheldsOptimized Interface for Handhelds
CECE--ATA Goals and ObjectivesATA Goals and Objectives

Optimize power, performance, pinOptimize power, performance, pin--count, and protocolcount, and protocol
–– Power:Power: Small number of lowSmall number of low--voltage transceivers with low voltage transceivers with low 

static power consumptionstatic power consumption
–– Performance:Performance: Scalable transfer rates appropriate for needs of Scalable transfer rates appropriate for needs of 

SFF drives (range from modest transfer rates to up to 50MB/s)SFF drives (range from modest transfer rates to up to 50MB/s)
–– PinPin--count:count: Only 6 or 10 interface signals depending on Only 6 or 10 interface signals depending on 

performance needs (plus power and ground pins)performance needs (plus power and ground pins)
–– Protocol:Protocol: Reduced feature set, streamlined ATA command set, Reduced feature set, streamlined ATA command set, 

and simple digital protocoland simple digital protocol
Enable fast TTM for initial solutionsEnable fast TTM for initial solutions
–– Some existing hosts can support with no hardware Some existing hosts can support with no hardware 

modificationsmodifications
–– Leverage ATA, a proven command setLeverage ATA, a proven command set
–– Built on MMC, a proven and established electrical interface Built on MMC, a proven and established electrical interface 

CE-ATA is an optimized HDD interface for 
handhelds that builds on proven technologies

CE-ATA is an optimized HDD interface for 
handhelds that builds on proven technologies
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Industry Leaders are Driving CEIndustry Leaders are Driving CE--ATAATA
CECE--ATA Initiative Status and RoadmapATA Initiative Status and Roadmap
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ACARD Agere Arcadia Design
Atmel Broadcom Comax
Cornice Cypress Dell
Denali Software FCI DSP Group
FCI Fujikura America Fujitsu
Genesys Logic GS Magic Infineon
Intelliprop Jess-Link Intl Jinvani Systech
JST KnowledgeTek M-Systems
Maxtor Mentor Graphics Molex
Neomagic NucoreTech NVidia
Oxford Semiconductor Philips Portal Player
Quest Electronics RioSpring Samsung
Silicon Image SMSC Square One
STMicroelectronics Synopsis Toorane Tech
TransDimension Tyco ULink
Western Digital Xyratex
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Status and Roadmap (1/2)Status and Roadmap (1/2)
CECE--ATA Initiative Status and RoadmapATA Initiative Status and Roadmap

CECE--ATA protocol spec has been ATA protocol spec has been 
ratified and is published. ratified and is published. 
Download at Download at www.cewww.ce--ata.orgata.org
–– Initiative formation announced Initiative formation announced 

at IDF 9/04 and completed at IDF 9/04 and completed 
specification being published specification being published 
just 6 months later!just 6 months later!

Protocol team pursuing Protocol team pursuing 
supplemental documents to ease supplemental documents to ease 
development and interoperabilitydevelopment and interoperability

CE-ATA protocol specification already 
delivered just 6 months after formation
CE-ATA protocol specification already 
delivered just 6 months after formation

From IDF 9/04From IDF 9/04

1.0 ratification start 1/27/051.0 ratification start 1/27/05
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Status and Roadmap (2/2)Status and Roadmap (2/2)
CECE--ATA Initiative Status and RoadmapATA Initiative Status and Roadmap

Solid cable/connector draft Solid cable/connector draft 
specification for embedded specification for embedded 
applications delivered to CEapplications delivered to CE--ATA ATA 
membersmembers

Cooperative relationship with the Cooperative relationship with the 
MMCA organization established MMCA organization established 
and announcedand announced

CECE--ATA product support has ATA product support has 
been announced as early as been announced as early as 
2H2H’’0505

Technology delivered to support 
products as early as 2H’05

Technology delivered to support 
products as early as 2H’05
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Mapping ATA onto MMCMapping ATA onto MMC
ATA Emulation Technical OverviewATA Emulation Technical Overview

CECE--ATA maps the ATA maps the 
streamlined ATA command streamlined ATA command 
set onto the MMC interfaceset onto the MMC interface
The first step is to map the The first step is to map the 
ATA task file onto MMC ATA task file onto MMC 
register space, starting at register space, starting at 
MMC address 0MMC address 0
4848--bit addressing bit addressing 
accommodated from the accommodated from the 
start enabling large file start enabling large file 
transfer supporttransfer support

Register 
Address 

ATA Register (8-bit) 

0 Reserved 
1 Features (exp) 
2 Sector Count (exp) 
3 LBA Low (exp) 
4 LBA Mid (exp) 
5 LBA High (exp) 
6 Control 
7 Reserved 
  

8 Reserved  
9 Features (write) / Error (read) 
10 Sector Count 
11 LBA Low 
12 LBA Mid 
13 LBA High 
14 Device/Head 
15 Command (write) / Status (read) 

 
… ATA ATA ATA …

Existing MMC interfaceExisting MMC interface
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MMC CommandsMMC Commands
ATA Emulation Technical OverviewATA Emulation Technical Overview

CECE--ATA utilizes five MMC commandsATA utilizes five MMC commands
–– GO_IDLE_STATE (CMD0): Used for hard resetsGO_IDLE_STATE (CMD0): Used for hard resets
–– STOP_TRANSMISSION (CMD12): Causes the ATA command STOP_TRANSMISSION (CMD12): Causes the ATA command 

currently executing to be abortedcurrently executing to be aborted
–– FAST_IO (CMD39): Used for single register access to the ATA FAST_IO (CMD39): Used for single register access to the ATA 

taskfiletaskfile registers, 8registers, 8--bit access onlybit access only
–– RW_MULTIPLE_REGISTER (CMD60): Used to issue an ATA RW_MULTIPLE_REGISTER (CMD60): Used to issue an ATA 

command or access the status/control registerscommand or access the status/control registers
–– RW_MULTIPLE_BLOCK (CMD61): Used to transfer data for an RW_MULTIPLE_BLOCK (CMD61): Used to transfer data for an 

ATA command  ATA command  
CMD60 and CMD61 are new commands defined by CECMD60 and CMD61 are new commands defined by CE--
ATA for efficient HDD command executionATA for efficient HDD command execution
CECE--ATA utilizes the same MMC command sequences ATA utilizes the same MMC command sequences 
for initialization as traditional MMC devicesfor initialization as traditional MMC devices
–– CECE--ATA operates out of the MMC TRAN stateATA operates out of the MMC TRAN state
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RW_MULTIPLE_REGISTER (CMD60)RW_MULTIPLE_REGISTER (CMD60)
ATA Emulation Technical OverviewATA Emulation Technical Overview

RW_MULTIPLE_REGISTER allows multiple registers to RW_MULTIPLE_REGISTER allows multiple registers to 
be read/written in a single transaction sequencebe read/written in a single transaction sequence
Using RW_MULTIPLE_REGISTER, an ATA command Using RW_MULTIPLE_REGISTER, an ATA command 
can be issued with a single MMC commandcan be issued with a single MMC command
–– Alternative is to do up to 13 individual Alternative is to do up to 13 individual taskfiletaskfile register writes register writes 

with FAST_IO (CMD39)with FAST_IO (CMD39)

77 66 55 44 33 22 11 00
55 00 11 RW_MULTIPLE_REGISTER (60)RW_MULTIPLE_REGISTER (60)
44 WRWR Reserved (0)Reserved (0)
33 Address (7:2)Address (7:2) 00 00
22 Reserved (0)Reserved (0)
11 Byte Count (7:2)Byte Count (7:2) 00 00
00 CRCCRC 11
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RW_MULTIPLE_BLOCK (CMD61)RW_MULTIPLE_BLOCK (CMD61)
ATA Emulation Technical OverviewATA Emulation Technical Overview

RW_MULTIPLE_BLOCK is used to transfer data for an RW_MULTIPLE_BLOCK is used to transfer data for an 
ATA command issued with RW_MULTIPLE_REGISTERATA command issued with RW_MULTIPLE_REGISTER
For media access commands, the data transferred For media access commands, the data transferred 
must be in multiples of the CEmust be in multiples of the CE--ATA sector sizeATA sector size
–– CECE--ATA sector sizes are a minimum of 4KBATA sector sizes are a minimum of 4KB

Each transfer is broken into multiple MMC data blocks Each transfer is broken into multiple MMC data blocks 
which are 512 bytes, 2KB, or 4KB in sizewhich are 512 bytes, 2KB, or 4KB in size

77 66 55 44 33 22 11 00
55 00 11 RW_MULTIPLE_BLOCK (61)RW_MULTIPLE_BLOCK (61)
44 WRWR Reserved (0)Reserved (0)
33 Reserved (0)Reserved (0)
22 Data Unit Count (15:8)Data Unit Count (15:8)
11 Data Unit Count (7:0)Data Unit Count (7:0)
00 CRCCRC 11
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Executing an ATA Command, pollingExecuting an ATA Command, polling
ATA Emulation Technical OverviewATA Emulation Technical Overview

Issue READ DMA EXT with RW_MULTIPLE_REGISTER Issue READ DMA EXT with RW_MULTIPLE_REGISTER 
(CMD60) for 8KB of data(CMD60) for 8KB of data
Read the ATA Status register until DRQ is setRead the ATA Status register until DRQ is set
Issue RW_MULTIPLE_BLOCK (CMD61) to transfer dataIssue RW_MULTIPLE_BLOCK (CMD61) to transfer data
Read the ATA Status register until BSY & DRQ are 0Read the ATA Status register until BSY & DRQ are 0

CMD39CMD39 R4
Response

R4
ResponseCMD60CMD60 R1b

Response
R1b

Response
Register
Contents
Register
Contents

CMD39CMD39 R4
Response

R4
ResponseCMD61CMD61 R1

Response
R1

Response
4KB
Data
4KB
Data

4KB
Data
4KB
Data

Polling adds significant inefficiency into protocolPolling adds significant inefficiency into protocol
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Interrupt MechanismInterrupt Mechanism
ATA Emulation Technical OverviewATA Emulation Technical Overview

To eliminate polling overhead, an efficient To eliminate polling overhead, an efficient 
interrupt mechanism is requiredinterrupt mechanism is required
ButBut…… adding an interrupt line did not fit the low adding an interrupt line did not fit the low 
pin count goalpin count goal
After RW_MULTIPLE_BLOCK is issued to After RW_MULTIPLE_BLOCK is issued to 
transfer the data and the device response is transfer the data and the device response is 
received, the command line is quiescentreceived, the command line is quiescent
The device can interrupt the host by sending a The device can interrupt the host by sending a 
second response for RW_MULTIPLE_BLOCKsecond response for RW_MULTIPLE_BLOCK

INTERRUPT
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Safely Disabling an InterruptSafely Disabling an Interrupt
ATA Emulation Technical OverviewATA Emulation Technical Overview

All MMC resets are done via commandsAll MMC resets are done via commands
If there is a condition where the host needs to If there is a condition where the host needs to 
do a reset and the interrupt for an outstanding do a reset and the interrupt for an outstanding 
command has not been received, there is a command has not been received, there is a 
potential collision on the command linepotential collision on the command line
–– MMC uses pushMMC uses push--pull transceivers, if host and device pull transceivers, if host and device 

drive in different directions damage may occurdrive in different directions damage may occur

To avoid this issue, the interrupt must be To avoid this issue, the interrupt must be 
disabled prior to issuing the resetdisabled prior to issuing the reset
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Safely Disabling an Interrupt (cont)Safely Disabling an Interrupt (cont)
ATA Emulation Technical OverviewATA Emulation Technical Overview

The interrupt (command The interrupt (command 
completion signal) and its completion signal) and its 
disable are designed to not disable are designed to not 
drive in different directionsdrive in different directions
The interrupt is a single The interrupt is a single ‘‘00’’
The interrupt disable is four The interrupt disable is four 
or more or more ‘‘00’’s followed by s followed by 
one or more one or more ‘‘11’’ss
The device is required to The device is required to 
recognize that the host has recognize that the host has 
issued an interrupt disable issued an interrupt disable 
within four cycles and within four cycles and 
disable sending a future disable sending a future 
interruptinterrupt
Disaster always averted!Disaster always averted!

***

Command
Completion

Signal
Disable

LZ L L L P Z Z Z Z

Clock Cycle Host transmission 
on CMD line 

Device may transmit 
on CMD line 

n ‘0’ ‘Z’ or ‘0’ 

n+1 ‘0’ ‘Z’ or ‘0’ 

n+2 ‘0’ ‘Z’ or ‘0’ 

n+3 ‘0’ ‘Z’ or ‘0’ 

n+4 ‘0’ or ‘1’ ‘Z’ 
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Executing an ATA Command, interruptsExecuting an ATA Command, interrupts
ATA Emulation Technical OverviewATA Emulation Technical Overview

Issue READ DMA EXT with RW_MULTIPLE_REGISTER Issue READ DMA EXT with RW_MULTIPLE_REGISTER 
(CMD60) for 8KB of data(CMD60) for 8KB of data
Issue RW_MULTIPLE_BLOCK (CMD61) to transfer dataIssue RW_MULTIPLE_BLOCK (CMD61) to transfer data
Device signals interrupt when ATA command completeDevice signals interrupt when ATA command complete
Read the ATA Status register Read the ATA Status register onceonce to get final statusto get final status

CMD60CMD60 R1b
Response

R1b
Response

Register
Contents
Register
Contents

InterruptInterruptCMD61CMD61 R1
Response

R1
Response

4KB
Data
4KB
Data

4KB
Data
4KB
Data

CMD39CMD39 R4
Response

R4
Response

CE-ATA adds enhancements to MMC to deliver 
an optimized HDD interface

CE-ATA adds enhancements to MMC to deliver 
an optimized HDD interface
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Streamlining ATAStreamlining ATA
ATA Streamlining and OptimizationsATA Streamlining and Optimizations

CECE--ATA supports a small subset (< 1/10) of the ATA ATA supports a small subset (< 1/10) of the ATA 
command set. Bare essentials but forwardcommand set. Bare essentials but forward--looking looking 
with 48with 48--bit support.bit support.
–– IDENTIFY DEVICEIDENTIFY DEVICE
–– READ DMA EXTREAD DMA EXT
–– WRITE DMA EXTWRITE DMA EXT
–– STANDBY IMMEDIATESTANDBY IMMEDIATE
–– FLUSH CACHE EXTFLUSH CACHE EXT

Streamlined command set with few options reduces Streamlined command set with few options reduces 
firmware and implementation complexity, simplifies firmware and implementation complexity, simplifies 
validation, and decreases bug countsvalidation, and decreases bug counts
–– SET FEATURES is no longer requiredSET FEATURES is no longer required
–– SMART is simplified into a few new registersSMART is simplified into a few new registers
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CECE--ATA Device DiscoveryATA Device Discovery
ATA Streamlining and OptimizationsATA Streamlining and Optimizations

CECE--ATA uses the traditional ATA uses the traditional 
ATA notion of a signature to ATA notion of a signature to 
signify its presencesignify its presence
After powerAfter power--up or reset, the up or reset, the 
device places the signature device places the signature 
in its registersin its registers
Host software reads the Host software reads the 
signature to determine if the signature to determine if the 
device is CEdevice is CE--ATA compliantATA compliant
Signature partitioned to Signature partitioned to 
accommodate MMC dualaccommodate MMC dual--
mode devices

CECE--ATA SignatureATA Signature

0xAALBA High

0xCELBA Mid

ResvLBA Low

ResvSector Count

mode devices
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IDENTIFY DEVICE: Static & SimplifiedIDENTIFY DEVICE: Static & Simplified
ATA Streamlining and OptimizationsATA Streamlining and Optimizations

Word  O/M F/V Description
0-9   na 
10-19 M F Serial number (20 ASCII characters) 
20-22   na 
23-26 M F Firmware revision (8 ASCII characters) 
27-46 M F Model number (40 ASCII characters) 
47-59   na 
60-61   Obsolete, may be reserved in future 
62-79   na 
80 M F Major version number 

 15 Set to 1 
 14-2 Reserved (0) 
 1 1 = supports CE-ATA version 1.0 
 0 Set to 0 

81-99   na 
100-103 M F Maximum user LBA 
104-105   na 
106 M F CE-ATA sector size  
107   na 
108-111 O F Device global unique identifier (optional) 
112-128   na 
129-159 O X Vendor specific 
160-205   na 
206 M F CE-ATA Features 

15-0 Reserved (0) 
207 O F Maximum Writes Per Address  
208-229   Reserved (0) 
230-254   na 
255 M X Integrity word 

 15-8 Checksum (as defined in ATA) 
 7-0 Signature (as defined in ATA) 

Minimum sector 
size is 4KB

Serial number, 
Firmware revision, 
and Model number 

as in traditional ATA

Identifies CE-ATA 
version compliance

Allowance for 
devices with 

wearout

All data is static, All data is static, 
allowing IDENTIFY allowing IDENTIFY 
DEVICE data to DEVICE data to 
simply be a page simply be a page 
on the device on the device 
mediamedia
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Media Access CommandsMedia Access Commands
ATA Streamlining and OptimizationsATA Streamlining and Optimizations

There is one data transfer mode, DMA onlyThere is one data transfer mode, DMA only
READ/WRITE DMA EXT are the only media access READ/WRITE DMA EXT are the only media access 
commandscommands
Alignment/granularity restrictions accommodate 4K Alignment/granularity restrictions accommodate 4K 
sectors while providing seamless compatibility with 512. sectors while providing seamless compatibility with 512. 
Host aligns transfers with reported sector size of device.Host aligns transfers with reported sector size of device.

Register 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Features Reserved 
Features (exp) Reserved 
Sector Count Sector Count (7:3) 0 0 0 
Sector Count (exp) Sector Count (15:8) 
LBA Low LBA (7:3) 0 0 0 
LBA Low (exp) LBA (31:24) 
LBA Mid LBA (15:8) 
LBA Mid (exp) LBA (39:32) 
LBA High LBA (23:16) 
LBA High (exp) LBA (47:40) 
Device/Head Reserved 
Command 25h 

ALIGNMENT ALIGNMENT 

GRANULARITY GRANULARITY 
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Control capabilities of device scrControl

Capabilities and features of devicescrCapabilities

Number of uncontrolled retractsscrERetractsA

Number of reallocated ATA sectors scrReallocsA

Status information for the devicescrStatus

Peak minimum temperature readingscrTempMinP

Peak maximum temperature readingscrTempMaxP

Current temperature reading

Status and Control RegistersStatus and Control Registers
ATA Streamlining and Optimizations

CECE--ATA adds a set of 32ATA adds a set of 32--bit registers used for bit registers used for 
additional status and control informationadditional status and control information
–– Registers make SMART unnecessaryRegisters make SMART unnecessary

ATA Streamlining and Optimizations

scrTempC

CE-ATA streamlines ATA to the bare essentialsCE-ATA streamlines ATA to the bare essentials
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SummarySummary
Summary

CECE--ATA is an optimized HDD interface ATA is an optimized HDD interface 
for handhelds that builds on proven for handhelds that builds on proven 
technologiestechnologies
Solid specifications already delivered Solid specifications already delivered 
supporting products as early as 2Hsupporting products as early as 2H’’0505
CECE--ATA adds enhancements to MMC to ATA adds enhancements to MMC to 
deliver an optimized HDD interfacedeliver an optimized HDD interface
CECE--ATA streamlines ATA to the bare ATA streamlines ATA to the bare 
essentialsessentials
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Please fill out the Session Please fill out the Session 
Evaluation Form.Evaluation Form.

Thank You!Thank You!
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